FLOWSHEET
SALUTES
JOSEPH EDWARD OKIES
FOUR YEAR OUTSTANDING BOY
ANNE WEHMeyer CROUCH
FOUR YEAR OUTSTANDING GIRL
SUSAN BEEHLER

ANITA AGUILAR
Marilyn Geyer

HARRY HOWE

ANNE CROUCH

TOP TEN
WHO'S WHO

CRETHA ADAIR
Music Education

ANITA AGUILAR
Physics

KENNETH ALLEN
Mathematics
WHO'S WHO

WILLIAM BOWLES
Accounting

GARY CONWELL
Government

ANNE CROUCH
Elementary Education
WHO'S WHO

PAT GRIM
Journalism

LELAND HOUSMAN
Pre-Med

HARRY HOWE
Physics
WHO'S WHO

JOSEPH OKIES
Biological Science

CURTIS PARKIN
Physics

CLYDE POSEY
Business Administration
RUBEN RAMOS
Electrical Engineering

PAUL RODRIGUEZ
Electrical Engineering

RETA RICKORDS
Music Education

1963
MEN OF

Rick Bela

Billy Bowles

Rod Christian

Ronald Cole
MEN OF

James Hagler

Cole Holderman

Mike Holland

Leland Housman
MEN OF MINES

Curt Parkin
Anthony Perez

Eddie Okies
Ruben Ramos
FRANKIE

AVALON

December 27, 1962

Miss Janice Manzo
Texas Western College
P. O. Box 117
El Paso, Texas

Dear Miss Manzo:

I'd like to take this opportunity to thank you for affording me the opportunity of selecting the winners of the Annual's Flowsheet Beauty Contest.

It was a pleasure to judge this contest, although a difficult assignment as each contestant is so lovely. However, as you had indicated, I have numbered the winners by number on the back of their individual photographs.

Please extend my best wishes to all of the contestants for much success in all their future endeavors.

Sincerely,

FRANKIE AVALON
FLOWSHEET

HONOREES

DOLORES FOSTER

MARY FRANCIS BLACK

GAIL McNUTT
BARBARA REEVES

MAYDA NEL STRONG

FLOWSHEET

WINFREY ROGERS

HONOREES
JACQUELYN MOWBRAY
BEAUTY
BEAUTY

SANDRA LAMBERT

CHARLENE OVERSTEET

SONDRA PIERCE
FINALISTS

HELEN McMULLAN

NANCY WHITUS

CARVILLE STONE
TERRY BUTLER
MISS TWC
MISS TWC

TONI WIGGS

SUSIE BOYD

VIRGINIA RIPLEY

NIKI LETTUNICH

FINALISTS
HOMECOMING

JUDY PARSONS

SUSIE LAZENBY

COURT

FRANKIE MANNING
JAY MADRID
COED KING

COED COURT

CHARLIE TUPPER
JESTER

BOBBY MADDOX
JESTER

SANDY McCLESKY
DUKE

JACK CHANOUX
DUKE